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AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF WEDDINGS:
5 PLACES, 50 OBJECTS
What makes a wedding? Why do weddings matter? How does the
stuff of weddings - the gifts, decorations, clothing, and symbols communicate ideas about marriage in different cultures around
the world?
This exhibition provides a glimpse into how weddings and marriage are celebrated
in five different countries of the world - and also how they are changing - through
photographs and objects that we have collected as part of a collaborative research
project in Social Anthropology at the University of Edinburgh.
Social anthropology is the comparative study of human cultures and behaviour
- including family forms, ritual, religion, politics, and economics - in their social
context. The study of the variations between different cultures, and the common
humanity which underlies them, is at its heart.
Our research programme, ‘A Global Anthropology of Transforming Marriage’
includes five different projects, each conducted by a different researcher:
	Marriage in the context of the HIV/Aids epidemic
in Botswana
	Marriage under contrastive economic and political regimes
in Taiwan and China, focussing on the island of Jinmen
	Changing forms of middle-class marriage
in Penang, Malaysia
	Political, legal, and religious discussions around marriage
in Virginia, USA
	Marriage under conditions of economic austerity
in Athens, Greece
Each project has involved long-term fieldwork conducted over a year or more,
during which we have lived in these different places and engaged with as many
aspects of marriage as possible. Weddings are just one theme of our research,
which explores how marriage is changing, and the wider social implications of these
changes. The objects you will see here are not comprehensive; they reflect the
serendipity of fieldwork.
Although the places and cultures we are investigating are very different, some of
the themes that have emerged in our work are similar. Weddings can be occasions
for elaborate and costly exchanges between a couple and members of their families;
the rituals provide opportunities to do things in a way that is similar to how they
were done in the past, but also opportunities for innovation; they connect people to
new sets of relatives, and to different generations of their families.
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WEDDINGS IN SOUTH-EAST DISTRICT, BOTSWANA: NEGOTIATING CHANGE

RESEARCHER: DR KOREEN M. REECE

WEDDINGS IN SOUTH-EAST
DISTRICT, BOTSWANA:

NEGOTIATING CHANGE

Botswana is a small, landlocked country in the heart of southern Africa. Often
described as ‘Africa’s miracle’, its diamond mines are the most productive in the
world, bringing rapid development and political stability since independence
from Britain in 1966. But for over thirty years, Botswana has also faced one of
the world’s worst epidemics of HIV and AIDS. The government, local NGOs and
international agencies have worked together to provide groundbreaking responses
– including the free provision of antiretroviral treatment, nationwide – but HIV
infection rates remain stubbornly high.
For over a generation, marriage has been increasingly hard to achieve in Botswana.
This ‘marriage crisis’ is rarely linked to HIV/AIDS; instead, blame has fallen on
new expectations of extravagant celebrations, and on traditional expectations of
bridewealth payments (bogadi, paid by the groom’s family to the bride’s family).
But churches, NGOs, and government have cast marriage as a social and moral
remedy to the epidemic. Recent years have seen a sudden spate of weddings, with
younger couples negotiating marriage much more quickly and successfully than
their parents’ generation; but many Batswana remain skeptical about what these
modern marriages mean.
Over the years, I have helped negotiate, plan, and celebrate countless weddings
in Botswana – often pitching in as a driver, photographer, cook and server. While
weddings are frequently lavish, most of the objects involved are used regularly
afterwards. Wedding guests contribute to celebrations in cash or in kind, but
seldom bring gifts, and are acknowledged by the quantity and quality of food they
are served in feasts.
Wedding practices in Botswana vary among its merafe, or ‘tribes’. Most of these
photographs and objects come from the Balete, a small morafe in Botswana’s
south-east. Some were given to me in recognition of the roles I’ve played in
family life; others I acquired while helping out with the weddings of friends and
neighbours. Together, they offer a glimpse of the experience of weddings in
contemporary Botswana.
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All Photo Credits: Dr. Koreen M. Reece
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SOUTH-EAST DISTRICT, BOTSWANA

BROKERING MARRIAGE

Marriage in Botswana is negotiated – not just between
spouses, but among and between their extended family
(especially uncles), and with the input and advice of
priests, counsellors, District Administrators, and a rapidlygrowing range of professional planners, choreographers,
and decorators. Churches and NGOs have also stepped
in to help negotiate and plan weddings, both for young
people orphaned during the epidemic, and for older
cohabiting couples who have not yet managed to marry.
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THEMES & OBJECTS

SOUTH-EAST DISTRICT, BOTSWANA

OBJECTS

NEWSPAPER HEADLINES: BOGADI

The cost of bogadi, or bridewealth, has
long been a subject of complaint among
Batswana though a charge of eight to ten
cows has been common for generations.

BRIDEWEALTH REQUESTS

A list of items requested for bogadi, or
bridewealth, recorded in a notebook after
consultation among the bride’s family. It
stipulates eight cows (and their monetary
equivalent), and items ranging from
firewood to the bride’s dress, a lantern,
paraffin and matches.
MASS WEDDINGS

Couples married in a mass wedding
sponsored by a local non-governmental
organisation (NGO) gather for a photo with
the Minister for Local Government (centre,
blue hat). Batswana link declining marriage
rates with social and moral breakdown, and
government, churches, and NGOs have
taken an active role in brokering marriage.
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WEDDINGS IN SOUTH-EAST DISTRICT, BOTSWANA: NEGOTIATING CHANGE

SOUTH-EAST DISTRICT, BOTSWANA

WHAT TO WEAR?

Clothing is a key preoccupation and symbolic object in
Tswana weddings. Clothes for the bride and her family
are often requested as part of bridewealth (paid by the
groom’s family to the family of the bride). The couple and
their bridal party usually have at least two changes of
clothes tailored – one formal, ‘white wedding’ style, and a
second in ‘African print’. The bride’s malome, or mother’s
brother, may also have a special dress made for her, in
recognition of the share of bridewealth he receives. And
after marriage, women wear pinned blankets and scarves
as indicators of their new status.

8
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THEMES & OBJECTS

SOUTH-EAST DISTRICT, BOTSWANA

OBJECTS

SKIRT, SHIRT AND SHOES

A skirt, shirt, and shoes
bought for the researcher, as
mmangwana (a maternal figure)
of the bride. These items are
listed at the bottom of the
bridewealth request.

BLANKETS

LEITEIS

BRIDAL MAGAZINES

The skyrocketing cost of
weddings in Botswana – and
the spiraling debt couples take
on to meet it – are often linked
to new expectations of lavish
celebrations, influenced by
transnational ideas of love and
romance. Like many popular
media in Botswana, these
magazines are from South Africa.

Skirts and scarves made
of leitisi, or ‘German print’
fabric, worn by women to
attend weddings. Extended
family will often be given
a scrap of fabric so they
can have outfits tailored in
matching patterns.
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Married women wear
blankets and scarves
to weddings, public
events and formal
family gatherings,
as a symbol of their
status. Preferred
colours vary by tribe;
among the Balete,
blue is common.
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SOUTH-EAST DISTRICT, BOTSWANA

REIMAGINING RITUAL

Weddings in Botswana are celebrated across several events,
over many days and places. Key rituals may include patlo,
the secret, gender-segregated advice-giving ceremony;
the presentation of bridewealth, from the groom’s family
to the family of the bride; a mass ceremony at the District
Administrator’s office, which conveys recognition under
common law; a church service; a feast at the bride’s
place, and another at the groom’s. But no single ritual is
necessary or sufficient to convey married status by itself.
Many are put off while the couple raises funds, so that
marriages frequently remain incomplete. Which rituals will
be observed, and when, is a subject of extensive negotiation
between spouses and their families.

10
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THEMES & OBJECTS

SOUTH-EAST DISTRICT, BOTSWANA

OBJECTS

DANCES AT THE FEAST

The bridesmaids and groomsmen accompany
the bride and groom in a series of
choreographed dances at the wedding feast.
Practice sessions for these dances run for
months before the wedding.

AT THE GATE

The groom and his family lead their bride, or
ngwetsi, into their yard. At the gate, women
demonstrate the work she will be expected to
do for the household.

PATLO

Patlo, the ceremony in which married women
offer the bride (centre, under blanket) advice
and ‘the law’ of married life. Men, unmarried
women, and children are barred from the
event.
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WEDDINGS IN JINMEN: COMPROMISE AND COOPERATION BETWEEN CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS

RESEARCHER: DR HSIAO-CHIAO CHIU

WEDDINGS IN JINMEN:

COMPROMISE AND COOPERATION BETWEEN
CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS
Jinmen is a group of several islands lying only a few miles away from
the coast of Southeast China. Jinmen’s role as Taiwan’s frontline against
communist China in the Cold War has had a significant impact on local
marriage. The most evident change is that today, most young adults marry
out of their own choice rather than by the arrangement of their parents. In
the past, the Chinese family system prioritised the junior’s submission to
the senior and the continuation of the father’s line. Traditional marriage was
about preserving families rather than considering individual feelings.
After the Chinese Civil War, Jinmen was under military rule between 1949
and 1992. The remarkable number of soldiers posted in Jinmen during this
period boosted small businesses providing food, goods and services to the
troops, in which women were the primary operators. While many women had
to start working from a young age, they gained autonomy in their marriage
choices through their new-found economic independence. These businesses
improved the livelihoods of many households and encouraged many young
men and women to leave Jinmen to seek higher education and professional
jobs in Taiwan. This outward migration has persisted following the country’s
democratisation, and today, the older generations hardly intervene in young
people’s life decisions, particularly regarding whom they choose to marry.
Nevertheless, young people still plan their weddings together with their
parents, with a clear division of labour between generations. During
my research, I observed parents invest substantial effort and money
in arranging old customs (e.g. ancestor worship) and a large feast that
demonstrate traditional values. In contrast, the young couple themselves
focused more on creating individualised memories through new practices
(e.g. bridal photography). As illustrated by the objects displayed here, this
mixture of old and new elements in today’s weddings not only indicates
conflicting values but also the extraordinary, overriding dominance of
compromise, mutual care and love between generations.
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GENERAL OVERVIEW

All Photo Credits: Yanlin Chen, 霖的影像雜貨店
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WEDDINGS IN JINMEN: COMPROMISE AND COOPERATION BETWEEN CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS

JINMEN

TRADITIONAL VALUES

Wedding rituals, which include the traditional objects
displayed here, emphasise the resilience of family-focused
and male-centred values in contemporary Jinmen.
Nevertheless, the older generation who arrange these
old customs, and shop owners selling traditional objects
told me they suspected that these traditions are dying.
Many young couples simply submit to their parents’ will of
carrying out traditional rituals, without really considering
their symbolic meanings. Some couples want old rituals
because they are essential elements of their imagined
‘perfect’ wedding. Is it possible that these marital customs
only persist because of their superficial cultural image
rather than the values they represent?

14
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THEMES & OBJECTS

JINMEN

OBJECTS
DOWRY ITEMS

TSHUN-HUE (春花) (TOP)
AND KIAT-Á-HUE (桔
仔花) (BOTTOM), HAIR
ORNAMENTS

The groom’s mother
pins handmade pairs of
ornaments on the bride’s hair
on the wedding day; they
symbolise good fortune and
male offspring.

These two items are
prepared by the bride’s
mother as part of the dowry
(items that a bride receives
from her parents, such as
money, furniture, and daily
necessities, to be used in
bride’s new household). They
signify the roles which the
bride is expected to play in
her marital family. Both items
are stitched with luck money
(iân-tsînn) and a 卍 symbol
for evading evil or vicious
power.

IÂN-TSÎNN (緣錢; LUCK
MONEY, A COIN MADE OF
LEAD THAT SYMBOLISES
GOOD LUCK)

Iân-tsînn symbolise
well-wishes for the bride to
have good relationships with
her marital family. They are
used in several ritual steps
during the bride’s journey
from her natal home to the
groom’s home.

HUE-PHÈ (花帕; BABY
WRAP CARRIER)

This black-and-white pattern
of baby wrap carrier is still
widely used in Jinmen and
southern Fujian, China.
FANS

KI-Á-HUE (枝仔花), HAIR
ORNAMENTS

The female relatives of both
the groom and bride wear
these hair ornaments on
the wedding day to mark
the shared happiness of the
occasion.

Û-SU-KÛN (圍司裙; APRON)

Traditionally, the bride would
wear this apron on top of her
mourning clothes when her
parents-in-law passed away.
This marked her status as a
daughter-in-law. Nowadays
this apron is given to the
bride as a symbol of tradition;
it is no longer actually used.
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These are used as part of
the ritual of the bride leaving
her parents’ home. When
the car embarks on the way
to the groom’s home, the
bride throws a fan out of
the window to symbolically
get rid of bad temper and to
represent her entrance into a
new stage of life.
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JINMEN

MAKING CONNECTIONS

Jinmen is a close-knit society where people connect
with each other privately through kinship and marriage,
and publicly through local employment in limited career
options. Weddings have always been an important medium
of refreshing and maintaining connections. Connections
are secured through reciprocal acts between two parties.
For example, red twisted cords are symbolic gifts to
thank people for helping out at a wedding and boxes of
wedding cake are gifted to those who post messages
of congratulations in a local newspaper. But keeping
connections can be expensive and tight networks may
endanger personal privacy. Can making connections also
generate negative feelings?

16
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THEMES & OBJECTS

JINMEN

OBJECTS

RED TWISTED CORDS

The family staging a wedding gives these
twisted cords to the helpers to share
their happiness and good fortune - the
colour of red symbolises happiness and
auspiciousness but also the avoidance of
evil influences or bad luck.

NEWSPAPER FEATURING MESSAGES OF
CONGRATULATIONS

The two images in the upper left-hand
corner of the bottom section of the page are
messages of congratulations upon the event
of an engagement or marriage in the local
Jinmen Daily News. These are posted by the
relatives and friends of the both the bride
and groom. (This practice emerged in the
1980s and is still very popular today.)

Here, the bride’s family are preparing
to distribute the wedding cakes they
have received from the groom’s family
amongst their relatives and friends.
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WEDDINGS IN JINMEN: COMPROMISE AND COOPERATION BETWEEN CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS

JINMEN

SELF-FASHIONING

One of the distinguishing features of contemporary
weddings, in comparison with traditional weddings,
is the demonstration of nuptial intimacy through the
lavish consumption of modern products and services,
particularly bridal photography. In the past, most
material consumption was to secure a marriage and
maintain connections within the wider community.
Today, influenced by fashions shaped by the wedding
industry, young couples spend a lot of money on visual
demonstrations of their mutual affection, taste, economic
capacity, and dedication to making ‘their own wedding’.
These expenses, however, can cause disputes both
between the couple themselves and their parents. Could
these disputes endanger marital and intergenerational
relationships in the longer term?

18
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THEMES & OBJECTS

JINMEN

OBJECTS

SMALL WEDDING
GIFTS

BRIDAL PHOTO CARDS

These cards serve as souvenirs for the
guests attending a wedding feast and are
included in an expensive package of bridal
photography.
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These gifts are from
the newlyweds to
share their happiness
with the guests
attending their
wedding feasts. They
illustrate a couple’s
desire to impress
their friends and
relatives through
hosting a lavish and
generous wedding.
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WEDDINGS IN PENANG: DIVERSITY AND TRANSFORMATION

RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR JANET CARSTEN

WEDDINGS IN PENANG:

DIVERSITY AND TRANSFORMATION

A busy Indian Ocean port, with a long history of trade and migration, Penang
is an exceptionally interesting place to study marriage because of the
diversity of its population and cultures. This multiculturalism is visible in
the streets and buildings of its capital city, George Town, where old trading
establishments, jetties, Chinese clan houses, mosques, churches, Buddhist
and Hindu temples, shop houses, medicine halls, law courts, museums and
government buildings, with distinctive architectural styles of different eras,
are found in close proximity. The traces of different cultural influences are
inscribed in Penang’s people, their food, the languages they speak, their
clothing, their religions, their bodily styles, and in their marriage rituals which reveal or obscure distinct ethnic histories.
Often in Malaysia, the population is described in terms of three main
communities of ‘Malay’, ‘Indian’, and ‘Chinese’ (although there are also
others). The people and categories are partly the legacy of British
colonialism. Each of these communities is composed of many sub-groups.
Rapid urbanisation and an expansion of the middle class have marked
Malaysia in the closing decades of the 20th century. This means that how
weddings are celebrated, and what marriage involves, has for most people
considerably changed over the last 50-60 years.
The main part of my research in Penang has involved interviewing middleclass, urban Penangites of different backgrounds, ethnicities, and ages
about their experiences of marriage. I have attended weddings, frequented
wedding shops, and gone to flea markets to search for some of the objects
you can see here. These objects reflect the multiculturalism of Penang as
well as some of the changes weddings have undergone over recent decades.
Many people now spend more on weddings than they would have in the
past, some items are now mass-produced, and many items that formed the
traditional Chinese dowry are no longer in use. Such changes are part of
new patterns of urban middle class consumption.
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All Photo Credits: Prof. Janet Carsten
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WEDDINGS IN PENANG: DIVERSITY AND TRANSFORMATION

PENANG

EXCHANGE

Weddings involve the bride and groom and their families
in a complex series of exchanges of gifts. Jewellery
and items of clothing are exchanged and objects which
have symbolic value. Some exchanges involve objects of
adornment for the bride and groom; others may be items
for the new household which will be established; gifts of
money may be intended to reimburse some of the costs
of a wedding. Aside from exchanges between the bride
and groom and their parents, small gifts or mementoes
may be given to the guests at weddings, and the guests
themselves may give the newly-weds more substantial
gifts including money.
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THEMES & OBJECTS

PENANG

OBJECTS

MALAY WEDDING GIFTS

BUNGA TELUR

At Malay weddings, gifts from the bride’s side
to the groom’s, and vice versa, are placed on
display and are elaborately decorated. Odd
numbers of gifts are preferred, and those
from the bride’s side should outnumber the
groom’s – but the latter are higher in value.

Traditionally and today, Malay wedding
guests would give money to their hosts, and
be given a bunga telur (literally, ‘flower egg’),
a decorated hard boiled egg, a symbol of
fertility, when they leave.
The decoration shown above formed part of
a bunga telur - it was attached to a decorated
egg.
COLLECTION OF ‘DOOR GIFTS’
(Donated by Dato’ Dr Hjh Wazir Jahan
Begum Karim)

Nowadays, wedding guests are often given
a ‘door gift’ when they leave. These come in
many varieties from the simplest to the more
elaborate.
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WEDDINGS IN PENANG: DIVERSITY AND TRANSFORMATION

PENANG

MULTICULTURALISM AND
TRANSFORMATION

Weddings transform the bride and groom into wife
and husband. They involve substantial investment in
beautification and adornment. The multiculturalism of
Penang means that weddings are celebrated in different
ways by members of different ethnic groups, religions,
and cultural traditions. This is taken into account by
wedding planners and organisers who may specialise
in just one kind of wedding or may be set up to offer
different varieties of wedding celebration. This can involve
delicate negotiations between the families resulting in
compromises and variations to the conventional format especially if the bride and groom are from different ethnic
backgrounds or different religions.

24
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THEMES & OBJECTS

PENANG

OBJECTS

KĀBĪN/KAHWIN 2017, GOH HUN MENG
Cardboard, chiffon 43 x 31cm

Goh Hun Meng is a Penang-born and -based
graphic artist whose work captures the
multicultural nature of Penang. ‘Kahwin’
means marriage in Malay, and may be derived
from Persian kābīn, meaning ‘dowry’ or
marriage portion. The Malay term ‘kahwin’
has been absorbed into the locally-spoken
Chinese language of Hokkien as kau-în or
kau-êng, meaning ‘marry’.
(Adaptation of original text by Gareth Richards.)

BEAUTIFICATION AND DECORATION

Weddings in Penang, as elsewhere, involve
substantial investment in the dress and
decoration of the bride and groom. These
items come from small local Indian wedding
shops.
BROCHURES AND FLYERS FROM
PENANG WEDDING VENUES AND
BUSINESSES

These brochures and flyers give a sense of
the variety of weddings that are celebrated
in Penang by people of different cultures
and religions.
AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF WEDDINGS: 5 PLACES, 50 OBJECTS
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WEDDINGS IN PENANG: DIVERSITY AND TRANSFORMATION

PENANG

RITUAL AND TRADITION

Weddings often have a central ritual that most people
regard as an absolutely necessary part of the ceremonies.
Such rituals may involve the exchanges of gifts or money
mentioned elsewhere. The objects you will see here
encapsulate parts of the wedding rituals of different
ethnicities and religions in Penang, and each have
particular symbolic value. Although rituals may appear
to be ‘set in stone’, the way they are performed and the
objects used in fact change through time - even if they
retain core elements.

26
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THEMES & OBJECTS

PENANG

OBJECTS
OLD MALAY BETEL
NUT TRAY

A central part
of many Malay
rituals involves the
exchange of a betel
nut tray (bekas pinang) with accessories for
betel chewing and a sum of money. Pinang
(betel nut) and its verbal form meminang
means to get engaged. The engagement was
traditionally formalised by the sending of a
betel nut tray and other gifts from the young
man’s side to his betrothed’s house.

PENANG CHINESE
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHS

These photographs
were taken by Goh
Kong Chuan as part
of a family record,
shown here by kind
permission of his
nephew, Goh Hun
Meng.

CHINESE TEA SET

A central ritual in
Chinese weddings
is the tea ceremony
when the young
couple serve tea to
their elders, first at the groom’s parents’
house and then at the bride’s.

Wedding reception at
Goh Kongsi, Noordin
Street. Goh Kong
Chye alongside his
bride, Ong Hai Boy,
1972.

Left:

Goh Kong Chun’s
wedding: the bride,
Chan Moy Fah
accompanied by her
parents, is ready to
get into the bridal
car at Balik Pulau,
Penang, 1971.
Right:

Bride and bridegroom
entering Khoo
Kongsi, accompanied
by Siang Khe Em,
their wedding
planner, and Bing
Siang, the best man.

CHINESE TRAY, BOWL AND SPITTOON

These objects, acquired from a flea market
in Penang, are decorated with the Chinese
‘double happiness’ character (囍字) also seen
on the tea set and some of the objects from
Jinmen (Taiwan). In the past, they might have
been part of the bride’s dowry of household
items and furnishings.
SMALL, INFORMAL,
CHINESE WEDDING
PHOTOS, C.1960 S

These small, informal,
Chinese wedding photos were found in a
Penang flea market. They show a bride being
collected from her natal home as part of the
wedding rituals.

MALAY WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHS,
1960 S -1970 S

These Malay wedding photos were found in
a Penang flea market. The one with the bride
in a white wedding dress is inscribed on the
back with the date, 1968. The other, showing
a couple in more traditional Malay attire,
probably dates from the 1970s.
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WEDDINGS IN VIRGINIA: LOVE AND LEGALITY

RESEARCHER: DR SIOBHAN MAGEE

WEDDINGS IN VIRGINIA:

LOVE AND LEGALITY

Virginia’s history is rooted in colonisation and the displacement of
indigenous people. It fought for the Confederacy, against the abolition of
slavery, during the American Civil War (1861-65). In the more recent past,
the striking range of political opinion in Virginia has led to it being called a
‘swing’ state. Today it is held by the Democrats.
Weddings in Virginia reflect changing attitudes to marriage in the US, but
they can also show changing ideas about what the US is. The 1967 Supreme
Court case Loving v. Virginia, resulted in the ending of laws that prohibited
people of different ‘races’ from marrying. Loving v. Virginia was cited in the
2015 Supreme Court case Obergefell v. Hodges, which legalised marriage
between same-sex couples.
I carried out research in Charlottesville and Lynchburg. Charlottesville is the
home of the University of Virginia and is often described as a ‘progressive
bubble’. Lynchburg is the home of Liberty University, one of the world’s
largest Christian universities. Liberty University was founded by pastor and
televangelist Jerry Falwell (1933-2007), who was famous in the US for his
‘religious right’ activist group, the Moral Majority. Both cities are much more
diverse than these reputations might suggest.
People in Lynchburg and Charlottesville say that weddings provide many
local businesses’ ‘bread and butter’. Especially when presented together
as a set, these objects demonstrate the sheer choice of wedding goods
available in the US. They also show how people expect their weddings to say
something about who they are as individuals.
I was struck by how, irrespective of political or religious beliefs, the couples
I met were anxious about how to ensure a long and happy marriage. Many
people said that ‘a wedding isn’t as important as a marriage’. But it was
through weddings, and wedding objects, that people expressed their
feelings about their faith, communities and love for their spouses.
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WEDDINGS IN VIRGINIA: LOVE AND LEGALITY

VIRGINIA

EQUALITY AND INEQUALITY

Weddings provide key insights into the ways in which
people in Virginia navigate issues of gender, sexuality,
‘race’ and wealth.
The history of discriminatory marriage laws, and
their overturning, are sometimes recognised during
contemporary wedding speeches and ceremonies. I was
told that in the past, many couples who were denied
legally-recognised marriage still had wedding ceremonies,
and that it was important to educate young people about
these histories.
Some couples in both Lynchburg and Charlottesville were
also critical of the expense and luxuriousness of weddings,
and made charitable donations instead of providing
wedding favours, or asked their guests to donate food or
money to charity instead of giving gifts.
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VIRGINIA IS FOR LOVERS ‘PRIDE’
BLINKING PINS

‘Virginia is for Lovers’ has been Virginia
tourism’s slogan since 1969. Since 2015,
same-sex couples in the US have been
guaranteed the legal right to marry. The
rainbow flag has been recognised as a
symbol of LGBT social movements since
the late 1970s. These badges can be given
out prior to wedding ceremonies or during
wedding receptions.

TIN OF SPAGHETTI

Some couples requested that instead of
bringing gifts, guests bring food to the
wedding that can be donated to local people
in need. In other instances, couples say that
they donate to charity instead of providing
wedding favours.

THE CASE FOR LOVING: THE FIGHT FOR
INTERRACIAL MARRIAGE (2015)
by Selina Alko; illustrated by Sean Qualls
and Selina Alko.

In 1967, the US Supreme Court made it illegal
for states to ban marriage between people of
different ‘races’. This landmark decision was
called Loving v. Virginia, after the plaintiffs,
a married couple called Mildred Loving
(nee Jeter 1939-2008), a woman of colour,
and Richard Loving, a white man. This book
explains the case to children and can be
found in some school libraries.
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WEDDINGS IN VIRGINIA: LOVE AND LEGALITY

VIRGINIA

IDEAS ABOUT FAMILY:
PASTS AND FUTURES

Weddings are often marked by the involvement of multiple
generations. Of course, this can also make them quite
stressful.
Bereavement can be experienced particularly deeply
at weddings. Objects are often used to make visible the
absence of people who have passed away. In addition
to those shown here, framed photographs or bouquets
of flowers are sometimes placed on seats (where the
deceased might otherwise be sitting) during ceremonies.
Many couples were also keen to include their own children
or the children of family and friends in their weddings.
Some were given official roles, from being ring bearers
or flower girls to walking their parent/s up the aisle. I was
told that children, especially girls, are often brought up to
anticipate getting married themselves.
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PHOTOGRAPH CHARM WITH U.S. FLAG

WIND CHIME

This can be tied to a bridal bouquet in order
to remember a loved one. Some people said
that these would be particularly likely to
be used to remember a person who might
otherwise be ‘walking [a bride or groom]
down the aisle’, most commonly – although
not always – a father.

It is understood that the absence of friends
and family who have died can feel particularly
sad at weddings. Some people fix a wind
chime to a tree during an outdoor ceremony
and say that the sound makes a deceased
loved one’s presence heard. This was
purchased online, on the advice of a wedding
officiant.

TOY WEDDING CEREMONY AND
WEDDING RECEPTION

These toys were bought from a toy shop in
Charlottesville.

RING BEARER ADVICE BOOK

Ring bearers are usually young boys. They
might be the son of the couple or of one of
the couple, a grandson, nephew, or a family
friend.
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VIRGINIA

TOGETHERNESS

Should a married couple “become one” or should they
remain two individuals? Some of the objects used in both
secular and religious wedding ceremonies show people’s
efforts to think through what it means to be bound to
another person.
Many also used their weddings to affirm their closeness to
friends or family by involving them in the ceremony. Where
and how a couple chooses to marry can reveal connections
to much larger groups of people, e.g. marrying in a place
of religious significance, or choosing to honour their
favourite sports team or educational institution.
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UNITY CANDLES

The thin candles represent the two people
getting married and the thicker candle
represents their marriage. Used in both
religious and secular ceremonies, sometimes
the thin candles are blown out when the
thicker candle has been lit; sometimes
they remain lit to show that two married
people are still also individuals. These are
replicas, made at the suggestion of research
participants.

VIRGINIA TECH GARTER

Some couples include references to their
high schools, universities, or favourite sports
team in their wedding clothes.

‘BRIDE TRIBE’ HAND SANITISER

Brides and grooms sometimes put together
collections of gifts for their bridesmaids and
groomsmen.
UNITY SAND

Two colours of sand are mixed during
a wedding ceremony to symbolise two
spouses coming together. Some couples
display the vase of mixed sand in their
homes, in order to remind themselves of
their commitment to each other. These
were purchased online, on the advice of a
wedding planner.
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WEDDINGS IN ATHENS: FROM GRANDMOTHERS TO GRANDDAUGHTERS

RESEARCHER: DR EIRINI PAPADAKI

WEDDINGS IN ATHENS:

FROM GRANDMOTHERS TO GRANDDAUGHTERS
Greece is situated in the eastern Mediterranean; 90% of its population of 11
million is orthodox Christian. Created in 1821 after a war of independence
from the Ottoman Empire, Greece has traditions from both the East and
the West, forming its own identity between these cultures. Since the
beginning of the 20th century, Greece has experienced two world wars, two
dictatorships, several coups, two major refugee crises, and considerable
economic difficulties.
Against this turbulent political and social backdrop, marriage has mantained
a central position in organizing people’s lives. Traditionally, getting married
and having children meant achieving adulthood and were a means of selfrealisation for both men and women. Motherhood was considered a ‘sacred’
duty, and marriage was a patriarchal institution in which men held legal
authority over their families - until the introduction of a new Family Law
in 1983. Under this new legislation, motherhood was given equal status
to fatherhood - both parents had the right to decide over their children;
abortion was legalized; children born out of wedlock were legitimized and
the legal requirement for a bride to provide a dowry for her new husband
ceased. The abolition of dowry in particular, meant that women and their
parents were no longer in the precarious position of striving to acquire
enough money, property and household objects to be able to get married.
Today in Greece, marriage has an impressive resilience, with relatively low
rates of divorce, of single parent families, and of co-habiting unmarried
couples living together in comparison to other European countries.
Although new forms of family are becoming visible, ‘having a child’ remains
the central aim for both women and men, and is closely linked to marriage.
Based in Athens, I have been researching how marriage has been
transforming and what these changes mean. These photographs and objects
were collected through friends and flea markets to show weddings, past and
present, and offer a window into marriage in Greece.
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WEDDINGS IN ATHENS: FROM GRANDMOTHERS TO GRANDDAUGHTERS

ATHENS

CONTRACTING
MARRIAGE

In Greece, up until the new Family Law of 1983, dowry was
a strong and mandatory institution.
The bride’s family and the future groom signed the
wedding contract before the marriage in the presence of
witnesses. This contract included a detailed account of
the property or money and household objects that were
to be transferred to the groom. If any of these material
obligations were not met, the wedding could be cancelled.
The wedding contract also ensured that if the couple
separated or if one spouse died before the birth of any
children, the property was returned to the bride’s father
and his heirs.
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MARRIAGE CONTRACT

LIST OF ITEMS MAKING UP A DOWRY

Written in Athens, this wedding contract
(no.7442) is dated 27th December, 1945.
It records the legal agreement of the
engaged couple and their families – that
the bride’s family will pay the groom the
sum of 1.000.000 Drachmas as dowry. The
document includes the details of the lawyer
who drafted the contract, the names of the
couple and the names of the witnesses.

Translation:
Andreas Papanagiotopoulos
Athens, 27 February 1945
To Miss Eirini Katsiari

Translation:
Andreas Panagiotopoulos, Athens 27
December 1940

1. One box with 6 dozen forks and spoons
2. 1 porte manteau
3. One dining table
4. Two mattresses
5. One double sleeping duvet (?the one with
feathers)
6. Fourteen double sheets
7. Fourteen bed pillows
8. Four double blankets (two woollen, two
cotton)
9. Three-course dinnerware
10. A coloured tablecloth
11. Five tablecloths
12. Twelve towels
13. Eighteen kitchen towels
14. Seven nightdresses
15. 28 pieces of underwear…

My beloved Eirini,
With this document I declare that the amount
of 1.000.000 drachmas that refers to the
wedding contract 7442 is not accurate. The
truth is that I received from your uncle Mr
Dimitrios Maglaropoulos a higher amount,
adding timbers for our furniture construction
and crystal.
With sincerity and love
Your fiancé

My dear Eirini,
In two days, with the blessing of God, our
wedding will be held, and I recognize that I
received the following items:
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WEDDINGS IN ATHENS: FROM GRANDMOTHERS TO GRANDDAUGHTERS

ATHENS

TROUSSEAU

A trousseau is a collection of clothes, linen, fabrics,
knitwear, towels, tablecloths, and other items gathered
together for the bride to take from her natal home to
help her set up her own new household. Most of these
items are handmade, requiring a lot of personal work, e.g.
embroidery or weaving on a loom. Unlike the dowry, which
was the concern of the whole family, trousseaux were the
duty of the bride’s mother.
An old custom still performed before ‘traditional’
weddings, is the public exhibition of the trousseau. Two
chests are filled with clothes. Woven heavy cloths and
blankets are placed altogether on a chest, neatly folded.
All other linen and embroideries, from underwear to
sheets and other covers, are taken out of their trunks,
ironed, folded, and displayed on ropes.
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TABLECLOTH

This was handmade with fine crochet work in
the 1960s, by Eirini Papadaki’s grandmother,
Euanthia Lappa, as part of her daughter’s
trousseau.

SEMEDAKI (GREEK CROCHET DOILY)

Created by Garyfallia Koutsodonti (née
Spala) and presented as part of her eldest
daughter’s trousseau in 1982. This piece was
made by stitching together individual crochet
pieces that were used for wrapping her own
wedding favours (mpomponieres) in May
1945.

OLD WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHS, FROM FLEA MARKETS

Translation:
To our beloved sister
Aristea and nephew.
With love
Tassos – Nina
Nea Smyrna 6/7/47.

Translation:
To our beloved little
nephews for having
us always.
Fofi and Theodorakis
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Translation:
To our beloved Elenitsa.
With love
Uncle and aunt
Georgala
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ATHENS

WEDDING SYMBOLS

Steeped in Christian Orthodox tradition, many elements of
Greek weddings are heavily laden with symbolic meaning.
This can be seen from the objects used in the wedding
ceremony to the gifts given to guests.
Wreaths are the basic element of the wedding ritual.
Symbolising royal crowns, they are placed on the heads
of the couple during the ceremony. After blessing the
wreaths, the priest makes the sign of the cross over their
heads and invokes God himself, crowning them with glory
and honour in their new kingdom/household, which they
should govern with wisdom and justice.
Wedding wreaths also refer to the wreaths of the martyrs,
highlighting this dimension of Christian life and referring
to the sacrifices that need to be made in marriage. They
symbolize the couple’s eternal bond through this lifetime,
represented by the priest tying the ribbons of the wreaths
tightly together.
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NEWSPAPER
(18th September
1964)

OLD PHOTOGRAPHS OF WEDDING
CEREMONIES, FROM FLEA MARKETS

Front page of
a newspaper
celebrating the
Greek Royal
Wedding.

DRAGÉES
(KOUFETA)

Small white or pink
candies given to
guests after the
wedding ceremony,
wrapped in pieces of
veil. They symbolize
the joys and sorrows
of marriage, as
well as fertility and
future offspring. The
number of dragées
must be indivisible,
signifying that the
couple will share
everything and
remain inseparable.
WREATHS

A central part of the
wedding ceremony,
wreaths represent
royal crowns and
symbolise the
couple’s eternal
bond. Later stored
in the ‘wreath case’
over the bridal bed.
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OLD WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPH
FEATURING
DRAGÉES, FROM
FLEA MARKET

Translation:
I gift this to my best
friend Nikolas, to
remember a big
moment of my life.
With love
Alekos
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